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Abstract. According to a WHO report, approximately 253 million peo-
ple live with vision impairment, 36 million of which are blind and 217
million have moderate to severe vision impairment. In a recent estimate,
the major causes of blindness are Cataract, Uncorrected refractive index,
and Glaucoma. Thus in medical diagnosis, the retinal image analysis is a
very vital task for the early detection of eye diseases such as Glaucoma,
diabetic retinopathy (DR), Age-macular Degeneration (AMD) etc. Most
of these eye diseases, if not diagnosed at an early stage might lead to
permanent loss of vision.

A critical element in the computer-aided diagnosis of Digital Fundus im-
ages is the automatic detection of the optic disc region. Especially for
the Glaucoma case, where cup to disc diameter ratio (CDR) is the most
important indicator for detection. In this paper, we present a nonrigid
registration based robust optic disc segmentation method using image
retrieval based optic disc model maps that detect optic disc boundaries
and surpasses the state-of-the-art performances. The proposed method
consists of three main stages: 1) a content-based image retrieval from
the model maps of OD using Bhattacharyya shape similarity measure,
2) constructing the test image specific anatomical model using the SIFT-
flow technique for deformable registration of training masks to the test
image OD mask, and 3) extracting the optic disc boundaries using a
thresholding approach and smoothen the image by applying morpholog-
ical operations along with the final ellipse fitting. The proposed work
has used three datasets RIM, DRIONS and DRISHTI with 835 images
in total. Our average accuracy values for 685 test images is 95.8%. The
other performance parameter values are Specificity is 95.54% , Sensitiv-
ity is 96.13%, Overlap is 86.46% and Dice metric is 0.924 respectively,
which clearly demonstrates the robustness of our optic disc segmentation
approach.
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1 Introduction

According to current eye disease statistics more than 42 million people are cur-
rently blind in the world, 80 percent of which could have been prevented or cured
by early detection [1],[16]. India is the second most populous country in the world
and shares 17.5 percent of the world’s population. Thus, in case of any health
problem lead to a rapid increase in global morbidity rate. Currently, India has
more than 15 million blind people, which is expected to increase to 16 million by
2020 [3][16]. Some of the most prevailing eye diseases are Cataract, Glaucoma,
Diabetic retinopathy and Age-related macular degeneration. Glaucoma is the
second leading cause of blindness in the world. It is also called silent-thief as the
progression of disease is gradual and one might not able to diagnose it at early
stage. In developing countries most of the population lives in remote and rural
areas, therefore, it is not possible to reach out with due to a limited number
of trained opticians and resources. As mentioned in[17], that eight minutes per
eye is needed for complete segmentation of optic disc and cup. Thus, there is
great need to have a cost-effective automatic computer-based diagnostic systems
to enable even the people in remote and rural areas to get a medical diagno-
sis in time. Also, this CAD system will provide a preliminary evaluation of the
patient’s eye. Using Internet of things (IOT) based techniques we can further
develop a system where the patients periodically test their eye while sitting at
home using a handheld device and diagnostic system will evaluate the patient
parameters which can further be uploaded into the virtual cloud and finally can
be retrieved by the professionals at any time. This not only saves the doctor’s
time and effort but makes the procedure plat-form independent i.e. it will be
able to work under different environment conditions where no instructions from
a medical practitioner are necessary and able to interpret the results sensibly.

For the screening of most of the eye diseases, the detection and segmentation
of optic disc is an important step. For e.g. in Glaucoma professionals look for the
cup to disc diameter ratio (CDR) as the key parameter for the diagnosis. The
optic nerve examination includes the analysis of a fundus (retinal) image, which
is the photograph of the inner surface of the eye opposite to lens and includes
different anatomical structures (features) like retina, optic disc, macula, fovea
and blood vessels. In a healthy fundus image with good contrast and resolution,
segmentation of the optic disc is a tractable problem, but the situation becomes
difficult when the pathological condition occurs. In a diseased fundus image, the
contrast is no longer uniform and segmenting the region of interest becomes a
challenging task.

A number of methods have been proposed for the optic disc segmentation.
Some of the traditional image processing techniques used template matching
approach along with highly saturated intensity in red channel for disc segmen-
tation [3],[4],[5].Abdel-Ghafar et al.[20] proposed a simple segmentation tech-
nique based on the edge detector and the circular Hough transform (CHT). The
method uses the green channel for processing as it has the highest contrast and



morphological operations are used to remove the blood vessels. After applying
the Sobel operator to the green channel, the image is thresholded and result-
ing points are given as input to the circular Hough transform. The algorithm
claims that the largest circle was consistently found to be an optic disc with
its center as the approximated OD center. A watershed-based OD segmentation
approach is proposed by Welfer et al. [21]. Other methods have used circular
Hough Transform [9] and region growing techniques [11] with a prior knowledge
of seed point in the region of interest. Active shape model [11] based techniques
such as changes method for active contours [11] have been very popular in the
medical imaging, but they fail to extract the exact boundary of optic disc in case
of low gradient between optic disc and background and when the PPA region
is present around OD which has the same color characteristics as that of optic
disc. Also, AC based methods often fail to control the contour formation process
as they either terminate far outside or inside the OD boundary. Additional chal-
lenges include segmenting the low quality and blurred images, making allowances
for anatomical variations in resolution, contrast and optic disc inhomogeneities.
Fig1 shows some examples of such variations like poor contrast and PPA.

Fig. 1. Example of blurred and pathological Optic disc

In this paper for optic disc segmentation, we presented a robust automated
optic disc segmentation system for retinal images. Our method mainly consists
of three main stages as shown in the proposed architecture in Fig. 2. In the first
subsection of the method we have build a anatomical model maps for optic disc
with pre-segmented masks being marked by experts. The top 5 similar masks
have been selected based on similarity coefficient between test image and model
masks. The highly ranked masks retrieved by this method are usually a good fit
for the test fundus image. In the second subsection, for the chosen masks the
method first calculates the corresponding pixels between the test image and each
of the model images which provides the transformation mapping for each of the
pixel. Finally, it aligns the model masks using the transformation mapping. In
the last subsection a thresholding has been applied to the combined segmented



masks obtained by summing the outputs from each of the model map transfor-
mation. In order to smooth the optic disc boundary morphological closing has
been used along with the ellipse fitting as optic disc is slightly vertically oval
as per the literature. A detailed assessment of the approach compared to other
state-of-the-art methods have been discussed in the later sections. In Fig. 2 the
test image has been compared with the Atlas images using projection profile
knowledge and the best five masks have been selected based on Bhattacharyya
coefficient. Finally, SIFT features comparison is done between target image and
given image in order to warp the model mask into the desired test optic disc
mask. In the last step, the obtained probabilistic mask has been thresholded to
get the segmented binary image. The proposed approach has huge advantage
for the OD segmentation as it uses both prior knowledge of optic disc (unlike
other model based approaches e.g. active contour) and require less amount of
images in the atlas dataset(unlike machine learning models). Moreover as medi-
cal images are subjective in nature, this approach has helped us in handling this
subjectivity.

Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture for Optic Disc Segmentation



2 Proposed Method

2.1 CBIR Model from the Fundus Atlas for Inter-Image Matching

The Optic disc is a bright circular region in a fundus image. According to litera-
ture [5], disc is the brightest portion in the red channel of the retinal image. For
the extraction of disc boundary, we have used a pre-processing step of cropping
the Region of Interest from the complete retinal image and to do so we have
used the work of [6] on optic disc detection i.e. finding a point inside the optic
disc boundary, in order to have a initial seed point for cropping the region for
the optic disc. The algorithm uses the vessel convergence property at the optic
disc along with the disc characteristics (shape, size, and colour) to find a point
inside the disc boundaries. The RIM dataset contains the cropped region hav-
ing ROI as OD portion, but for DRISHTI and DRIONS the above mentioned
pre-processing step has been implemented.

The segmentation task in medical imaging poses a number of challenges
such as light artifacts while capturing images, dust particles, multiplicative
noise, motion during imaging, low contrast, sampling artifacts caused by ac-
quisition equipment and finally anatomical variations due to pathological condi-
tions.Therefore, using classical segmentation methods like gradient, and thresh-
olding based, which do not have a prior knowledge of the object to be segmented,
usually produce unsatisfactory results on medical images. Thus in order to solve
the above problem, we proposed a retinal image atlas dataset into the system
which gives variation in sizes, shapes, position with respect to the optic disc.The
atlas images have been created by selecting the best optic disc images i.e. those
images which contain no pathology like peripheral atrophy (PPA) or disc haem-
orrhage around the optic disc boundary. All these atlas images have been manu-
ally labelled, in consultation with retinal specialists. The atlas construction has
been done in such a way that it covers all varieties of optic disc in terms of shape,
size and color.

For the test image, we first identify a subset of images (i.e. five in our case)
from the model maps that are most similar to the test fundus ROI image, using
a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) inspired approach, and use this subset of
training images including their corresponding OD masks to develop a test image
specific OD model. The content based image retrieval has been done by calculat-
ing the intensity projection profiles along vertical and horizontal directions. For
the atlas images the horizontal and vertical projection profiles are pre-computed
in order to speed up the CBIR search process. For the similarity measurement
between two distributions of test image and the atlas images Bhattacharyya
coefficient has been used, which is as follows:

BC(I1, I2) = α

n∑
x=1

√
p1(x)p2(x) + (1 − α)

m∑
y=1

√
q1(y)q2(y) (1)



Fig. 3. Plot shows the horizontal(left) and vertical(right) projection profiles of test and
one of the atlas image

where p1(x) and p2(x) are the horizontal projections, q1(y) and q2(y) are
the vertical projections of images I1 and I2 images respectively, x and y are the
histogram bins of the projection profiles and n and m are the number of bins
of the projection profiles and profile histograms and α = n

n+m . The value of α
varies for 0 to 1, but for the experimental work we have n = m and thus results
into α = 0.5.
Fig. 3 shows the horizontal and vertical profile histograms of an example image.
Left image shows the horizontal projection profile between the test image and
one of the best matching atlas image and right image shows the vertical pro-
jection profile respectively. The other distance metrics used in literature[31] for
similarity measurement are Euclidean, Manhatten etc but the chosen coefficient
give the best possible performance under given conditions. We select a set of best
fit training atlases from the anatomical database of segmented optic disc images
to learn a test specific OD model. The registration performance for our method
is significantly improved when a personalized OD model is designed by compar-
ing the test ROI with the pre-segmented optic disc images in the database using
a fast similarity measure based on Bhattacharyya coefficient.
In our proposed work, the similarity index has been calculated for both red
and green channels, as red channel represents the saturated optic disc region
for healthy images and thus works for most of the cases, but for abnormal con-
ditions, the green channel performs better. Thus, the best channel has been
selected based on the performance parameter value being calculated.

2.2 SIFT-Flow Deformable Warping of OD Atlas

Image registration scheme calculates a transformation mapping from the source
image to target image by matching corresponding pixels of the images. The local
image feature descriptors such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT)[28],
Histogram of Gradient(HOG)[29], shape and curvature descriptors can be used
to match the correspondence. In this work, we used the SIFT descriptor which
is among the best performing local image feature descriptors.



Fig. 4. SIFT descriptors for test image(1st column) and atlas image(2nd column) re-
spectively.

In computer vision image alignment remains a difficult task and the goal be-
comes even more difficult in the object recognition scenario, where the goal is
to align different instances of the same object category. Similar to well known
computer vision image alignment technique of optical flow where an image is
aligned to its temporally adjacent frame, we used SIFT flow [30], a method to
align an image to its nearest neighbors in a database containing a variety of
objects. The SIFT features allow robust matching across different scene/object
appearances, whereas the discontinuity preserving spatial model allows matching
of objects located at different parts of the scene. Experiments show that the pro-
posed approach robustly aligns complex scene pairs containing significant spatial
differences. Our work is focused on inter-image similarity with deformable warp-
ing for creating a test image specific OD atlas. We found that the SIFT-flow
algorithm worked well for this task. The SIFT features of the ROI are calcu-
lated as follows. First, image gradient magnitude and orientation are computed
at each pixel. The gradients are weighted by a Gaussian pyramid in a K × K
region. Then the regions are subdivided into k × k quadrant. The histogram of
gradient orientations is calculated for 8 bins for each of the quadrant. Finally
the orientation histograms are concatenated to construct the SIFT descriptor
for the center pixel in all K × K regions. In definition of SIFT descriptors K,
and k are chosen to be 16 and 4 respectively [30], thus for each pixel we have a
128 dimensional feature vector. We have shown in Fig. 4 two such SIFT images
(also called per-pixel sift descriptor) corresponding to test image (on left) and
an atlas image (on right side).
Once the SIFT descriptors haven been calculated for the image, the registration



algorithm computes the correspondence between the test image and the atlas
image by matching the SIFT descriptors. The SIFT flow algorithm consists of
matching densely sampled, pixel-wise SIFT features between two images, while
preserving spatial discontinuities[30].
The algorithm applies the transformation mapping by shifting each pixel in the
atlas OD masks according to the calculated shift distances being given by the
flow vectors. The registration stage is repeated for each of the top chosen masks
(5 in our case). The obtained OD mask for the test image is calculated by adding
all the transformed masks from each of the atlas OD regions and each pixel in
the image represents the confidence level of the specific pixel belonging to the
optic disc region.

2.3 Thresholding with mask smoothing

The obtained probabilistic masks can be smoothed further in order to enhance
the robustness of the method. A smoothing filter is then applied on the decision
values to achieve a smoothed decision value. In our implementation, mean filter
and Gaussian filter are tested and the mean filter is found to be a better choice
for the case. The smoothed decision values are then used further to calculate
the binary decisions for all pixels using a threshold. A threshold value of 0.7 has
been calculated empirically for all set of test images.
In our experiments, we have assigned a +1 and 0 to the disc(object) and non-
disc(background) samples. An image closing morphological operations has been
applied for disc shaped structuring element in order to remove the spikes present
at disc boundary. At last, for smooth and continuous boundary ellipse fitting is
done to the segmented optic disc region. Mostly medical experts label the optic
disc as smooth curve, and to get that smoothness ellipse has been fitted. In
fact this fitting has not changed the performance to a large extend (a little
improvement by 0.3% in accuracy has been observed after ellipse fitting).

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Digital Retinal Image Datasets

The proposed method is evaluated using three different retinal databases, these
are DRISHTI-GS1 dataset of 101 images [15],[18] provided by Medical Image
Processing (MIP) group, IIIT Hyderabad, DRIONS dataset of 110 images and
finally RIM(RIM-1 and RIM-2) dataset of 624 images. In DRISHTI-GS1 dataset
all images were taken with the eyes dilated, centered on OD with a Field-of-View
of 30-degrees and of dimension 2896 x 1944 pixels and PNG uncompressed image
format. The optic disc has been marked by experts for all 101 images.
The DRIONS database consists of 110 colour digital retinal images.The images
were acquired with a colour analogical fundus camera, approximately centred on
the ONH and they were stored in slide format. In order to have the images in
digital format, they were digitised using a HP-PhotoSmart-S20 high-resolution



scanner, RGB format, resolution 600x400 and 8 bits/pixel. The optic disc anno-
tations have been done by two medical experts using a software tool.
Finally the RIM-1 database contains 169 optic nerve head images and each im-
age has 5 manual segmentation from ophthalmic experts.The RIM-2 database
consists of 455 images with disc annotated by the experts.

Fig. 5 shows a subset of test images with the expert labeling in black color
along with segmented OD boundary in green color respectively. The proposed
method gives pretty good performance for DRISHTI and DRIONS datasets.
Also for the RIM database which contains most of the PPA, blurred and poor
intensity images the method gives satisfactory performance as shown in Fig. 5
last row images. The key advantage of the proposed method is that it works
for inter database images i.e. in RIM database most of the portion of ROI is
covered by the OD region whereas in DRIONS and DRISHTI the OD takes
a small portion of the complete ROI. So, in spite of the OD size variability
for a fixed image dimension the proposed method is able to extract very good
estimation of the true OD boundary.
For the designing of atlas retinal images we have selected a subset of images from
each of the datasets. The anatomical atlas consists of 85 RIM images from 624
images, 35 DRISHTI-GS images from a set of 101 images and 31 images from
the 110 DRIONS images respectively. Thus in total 150 retinal images have been
selected for the atlas model and 724 images is used for testing purpose.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

In the literature several algorithms have proposed different evaluation metrics
for the segmentation purpose. The validation metrics True positive(TP), True
negative(TN), False positive(FP), and False negative(FN) have been used for
verifying the quality of segmented image. Here TP, FP, TN, FN represents the
pixels correctly classified as foreground,falsely classified as foreground, correctly
detected as background, and falsely detected as background respectively. All
the metrics used have been calculated pixel-wise. In our work of comparing the
performance of proposed method with the state-of-the-art we have used these
above metrics to find the Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, Region Overlap and
Dice metric. Their mathematical expressions have been given below:

(ACC)Accuracy(A,B) =
(TP + TN)

(P +N)
∗ 100 (2)

(SPE)Specificity(A,B) =
TN

(TN + FP )
∗ 100 (3)

(SEN)Sensitivity(A,B) =
TP

(TP + FN)
∗ 100 (4)

(DM)DiceMetric(A,B) =
2 ∗ TP

FP + 2 ∗ TP + FN
(5)

(OL)RegionOverlap =
TP

(TP + FN + FP )
∗ 100 (6)



Fig. 5. Optic disc segmentation results. Here green and black colour represents the
proposed and expert boundary respectively

For Bhattacharyya coefficient calculation, the value of α = 0.5 has been
considered as the image has been interpolated to square image.



Table 1. Proposed algorithm performance parameters for different databases

ACC SPE SEN OL DM

Datasets

RIM 94.89 94.49 95.95 84.89 0.92

DRISHTI 99.15 99.43 97.38 93.44 0.96

DRIONS 99.30 99.50 96.55 90.64 0.95

AVG Perf. 97.88 97.81 96.56 89.66 0.95

Table 1 shows the performance parameter values for all the datasets along
with the average performance of the proposed algorithm. We can see that the
proposed method works well for DRISHTI and DRIONS datasets and also for
the RIM dataset which contains most of the PPA images along with the blurred
and intensity artifacts one’s. The performance of proposed method for DRIONS,
RIM and DRISHTI-GS datasets can be compared with state-of-the-art methods
as shown in Table 2,3, and 4 respectively.

Table 2. Comparison of methods for optic disc segmentation for DRIONS Database.
The symbol ”-” represents no result has been reported for the case

ACC SPE SEN OL DM

Methods

Walter et al.[25] - - - - 0.612

Morales et al.[26] 99.34 - - - 0.9084

CHT and Graph cut[27] 95.0 99.0 85.0 85.0 0.91

DRIU[22] 94.89 94.49 95.95 84.89 0.92

Zilly et al.[23] 99.15 99.43 97.38 93.44 0.96

Proposed Method 99.3 99.5 96.45 90.64 0.95

Table 3. Comparison of methods for optic disc segmentation for RIM Database. The
symbol ”-” represents no result has been reported for the case

ACC SPE SEN OL DM

Methods

Lu’s[12] 91.0 - - - -

DRIU[22] - - - 88.0 0.97

Zilly et al.[23] - - - 89.0 0.94

Proposed Method 96.21 97.9 92.33 88.0 0.94



Table 4. Comparison of methods for optic disc segmentation for DRISHTI-GS
Database. The symbol ”-” represents no result has been reported for the case

ACC SPE SEN OL DM

Methods

DRIU[22] - - - 88.0 0.97

Zilly et al.[23] - - - - -

A Sev.[24] - - - 89.0 0.94

Joshi et al.[15] - - - - 0.96

Proposed Method 99.15 99.42 97.28 93.44 0.96

4 Conclusion

We have presented a robust optic disc boundary detection method that is based
on a test image specific atlas using the projection profile similarity selection
and SIFT-flow nonrigid registration with refinement using filter smoothing and
thresholding. We evaluated the algorithm on 712 test images with normal and
pathological optic disc regions using three different databases. The experimental
results showed an accuracy of 95.8% compared to expert segmentation gold
standard. The other performance parameter values are Specificity is 95.54% ,
Sensitivity is 96.13%, Overlap is 86.46% and Dice metric is 0.924 respectively.
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